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winter is almost a memory now, so let’s
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jump joyfully into Spring!
As usual, you will see a vast array of
information, a wonderful wrap-up of last
October’s Osteo~Blast! conference from
Ruthy, upcoming trainings and programs,
and BFL news from around the world.
Chrish Kresge
Editor
Wave and Axis
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Ruthy’s Summing Up of The First
Bones for Life International Conference
October 24–29, 2010
Greenfield, New Hampshire, U.S.A.
®

Ten years after Bones for Life was born,
and 5 years since we established the
Foundation for Movement Intelligence to
promote BFL, we had our first international
Bones for Life conference, called
Osteo~Blast!, which was held in the woods
at a summer camp in the hills of Greenfield,
New Hampshire.
There were over 100 participants on site,
and the atmosphere was enthusiastic and
supportive. The graduates of the BFL
community were a warm and responsive
audience, and the exchanges of ideas,
brainstorming sessions, and hunger for
learning were ever-present.
The organization was perfect: from the
Conference brochure with the names and
pictures of FMI members, and the rich
Conference offerings, to the useful map, the
handling of food preferences, and Chrish
Kresge’s Wave & Axis newsletter.
Not to mention a 30-page paper from Luis
Miguel Gomez of Spain, who analyzed the
forty years development of my work, from my
book Mindful Spontaneity about
Feldenkrais®, to my BFL DVD — all without
me ever knowing about him or his project.

The members of the Steering Committee,
through their devotion, intensive work and
caring availability, created a spectacular
event. Sincere thanks to Cathy Wright,
Cici Runge, Doug Boltson, Anna
Haltrecht, Deborah Lotus and Sue Albin.
Osteo~Blast! began with my Keynote, in
honor of Bones for Life’s achievements on
the occasion of my 80th birthday. Full of
energy as ever (as people told me!) I spoke
of how BFL is entering into the perspective
of health in general . . . not only by
building bone strength through stimulating
blood flow, nor by coordinating posture in
stomping on the ground for an empowered
impact — which can remind the bones of
their destiny to resist our collapse into
gravity — but also in new and unexpected
areas like, for instance, aligning the neck
with the spine, which has been found to
have a stimulating effect on the thyroid
gland, freeing a person from a need for
medication.
A new theme was about Alzheimer’s,
which is one of the most despairing
diseases of today. I brought up the idea
that this brain deterioration might also have
a gravity-dependent factor to it: the head,
which is constantly held on top — and
even when we lie down is typically elevated
— makes it easy for the blood to empty out
from the brain, while pumping the blood up
against gravity is not so available. This is
especially so if the heart is getting weaker,
and the person is not using a springy and
anti-gravity impactful style of moving.
The first evening concluded with a video of
my teaching of 6 processes, filmed by
Israeli TV’s Health Channel, which the
conference participants watched in
Hebrew, but hopefully could identify the
familiar movements. Mainly I took the
opportunity to encourage the teachers in
our community to use my DVD as an
(Cont’d on page 2)

Ruthy sums up Osteo~Blast! (Cont’d. from page 1)
inspiration to video their own teachings, and to
distribute them in this fortunate era of YouTube.
[Ed.’s note: See June LaPointe’s link on p.15]
Following the talk about Alzheimer’s, the next
morning was dedicated to relevant processes of
very safe maneuvers to train the head to
descend lower than the heart. The morning after
that was devoted to preventative strategies for
people who are fit but who are concerned with
deprogramming the fixed relationship of the
head to gravity, which is liable to accumulate
malnutrition for the brain. The prophylactic
movements are for those people who are ready
to reverse the pyramid from time to time, and get
their pelvis up and the head down. These were
all new movements — requiring more daring
than is familiar to our basic program.
I shared my intention to present the Movement
Intelligence of walking, Walk For Life [see p.10]
to inspire the public, beyond bone concern, with
the dynamics of the essential function of
existence, to be implemented later on this year.
The need for walking is now strongly present in
the consciousness of the culture, and comes up
everywhere, like the resonance of the hundredth
monkey. Some of the Movement Intelligence
ideas can contribute to upgrade walking with
unique efficiency and pleasure. The Walk For
Life program will also include the use of Nordic
poles, following the efficiency of the evolutionary
patterns of walking on all fours.
The theme of the third morning was:
Uprightness — Who Does Not Need It?
Acquiring the body language of confidence and
leadership, through our exclusive short cuts,
which channel the sub-conscious organism to
correct itself.
The last short morning was unusual in that it
was dedicated to The Inner Game of Eating,
following my formula:
Food x V
Mass = ___________
Pleasure
This was different from anything anyone could
imagine for body shaping.
The urge to eat comes from the deepest sources
of our existence, which wishful cognitive thinking
has little or no chance to overcome by control.

The way may not be through discipline and
willpower, but rather by learning to support the
organism and to increase the sensation of
pleasure, as well as to identify the signal of
satisfaction — like any wild animal, who will
spontaneously give up what it does not need.
This process included questions of attitude,
which people answered from their hearts, and
possibly became more aware of their own
personal load associated with the issue of
eating. Finally, there was a detailed guide of the
modus operandi of the actual movements of
eating: gestures, timing and body positions,
towards building up the signal of satisfaction.
There was a lot of feedback about this process
in the Forum afterwards.
But the most exciting part of the Conference was
the workshops given by the BFL graduates; this
marked the first time the new generation of
teachers took the reins and signaled expansion,
richness, and new learning within our BFL
community. The atmosphere was one of the
enthusiasm of a special community; so curious,
thinking, daring and eager to share with others.
The only problem was how to choose between
several workshops! But all the material was
recorded and will be available through FMI.
[See page 7 to order audio CDs from ILCMA]
There were reports of the long awaited research
about our work. These first research papers on
the BFL program were done by Dr. Sheree
Farber, together with Cynthia Allen and Carol
Montgomery, and by Christiane Feuerstein
from Austria, showing scientific ways to present
the functional achievements of our program.
One evening, Dr. Dan de Medina, my partner,
surprised us with an unscheduled and
stimulating talk about futuristic achievements in
the service of body mobilization.
The Conference evenings were dedicated to the
development of our community, including a
focus on international activities and on research.
Our international evening began with a panel of
worldwide representatives from some of the
countries where BFL is growing: Japan,
Australia, Austria, Russia, Argentina and Italy.
The panel was chaired by Deborah Lotus of the
U.S. Isabella Turino from Italy brought a welldesigned graphic poster for BFL, which she had
presented at an osteoporosis conference in Italy;
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Isabella translated her poster into English and
gave copies of it as a gift to the Conference
participants. [ You can also get a copy from
Isabella at iturino@tin.it ] The evening
concluded with the presentation of a video from
BFL Korea: Jenny Groves from Australia
trained a group of dancers from the dance
faculty of Seoul University in BFL, and we could
see the fun time these experts had improvising
with the Tiger Walk, Water Carriers, and more.
Another evening, led by Cynthia Allen, was
about FMI, the U.S. association for promoting
the teaching of BFL. People realized that only as
an association can we elevate our knowledge to
a status of profession, and many participants
volunteered to give a hand to the Board and
contribute their skills. This evening ended
around a beautiful bonfire, which we reached by
walking through the woods lit by a full moon.
The party on the final evening was a bursting
expression of the participants’ enthusiasm,
feeling high in body and spirit, with the
conviction of owning our mission and what we
can do. The excitement of the powerful dancing
said it all. Nancy Haller created the magic of
brilliance and colors. There was a huge birthday
cake, sent from Sue Albin, who could not come
herself, though she is the one who actually
initiated the whole idea of celebrating my 80th
birthday. Thank you, Sue! I thanked all the
people who brought me their thoughtful gifts,
and the gift of the conference itself, which was
beyond my unavowed dreams. Everyone was

dancing to live drumming by two special women,
who branded a new concept of femininity that
made dance irresistible.
When people took a break from dancing, Bob
Schlesinger, Cici’s husband, played his creative
music on the piano, which was named, what
else, Wave and Axis!
Throughout the conference Bob was also there
to care for the sound technology.
One other remarkable event was listening to the
CD of Range Marie, a BFL trainer from
Australia, of Maori origin, who recorded the rap
dance she had made upon completion of her
BFL training. Now she has promised to also
make a DVD, so we will have a high energy,
young perspective in promoting Bones.
We left the conference full of inspiration, trust
and the joy of belonging.
A Big BFL Hug to All!
Love,
Ruthy

Photo by Fanny Elouz
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Download your Order Form from:

http://www.movementintelligence.org/sales.html
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“When the Moment Sings”
Evolution has bequeathed us with a sense of rhythm essential for graceful and efficient movement. The
importance of rhythm in our lives is wonderfully portrayed in When the Moment Sings — a film shot in
Africa in 1995 for Norwegian Vision TV.
Mischul Brownstone has made an agreement with Visions to distribute the film for educational use by
®
®
teachers and students of the Feldenkrais Method , Bones for Life and other body-oriented and
movement modalities. Copies of the DVD are available for use in your classes and trainings and by your
students. You and/or your students can order copies directly from him. It is not to be copied or used for
commercial purposes.
DVD’s are $12 each and available in both the NTSC and PAL standards. North America uses the NTSC
standard and a good part of the rest of the world uses the PAL standard. Mischul does not have
permission to distribute any to Norway, where they are available locally. Please make sure of, and
indicate. Whether you need the NTSC or PAL standard version.
Shipping and handling
Within the US:
Canada & Mexico:

1st copy: $2.00
1st copy: $2.50 USD

International (most countries via Priority Mail):

2=$3.50, 3=$5, 4=$6.50, 5–15=$7, 16–30=$14, etc.
2=$4.50, 3=$6.50, 4=$8.50, 5=$10.50, 6=$12.50,
7–15=$15, 16–30=$30 USD, etc.
1–15=$16 USD, 16–30=$32 USD, etc.

Make out checks in US funds, and mail to:
Mischul Brownstone, 99 Toad Road, Charlotte, VT 05445 USA
Credit cards may be used via PayPal in most countries.
Email or call with an order and I’ll send a PayPal request of payment via email.
mischul@accessvt.com 802-425-3355

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Doug posted a sampling of pictures from last October’s Osteo~Blast! conference here:
<http://www.movementintelligence.org/calendar.html>
With many thanks to Fanny Elouz, June LaPointe, Anna Haltrecht, and Silvia Glyer.
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UPCOMING BFL TRAININGS

BFL Intensive & Teacher Certification Training Program
on Salt Spring Island, Canada
with Anna Haltrecht
2011
Part A
May 25–May 31
Part B
July 13–19
Didactic
July 21–25
Cats Pajamas Studio, 104 Langs Road, Salt Spring Island, BC, Canada
Anna Haltrecht, GCFP, Feldenkrais Assistant Trainer & Bones for Life Trainer®
Info: anna@bonesforever.com or 250-537-5681

Complete Bones for Life Training in Washington, D.C. 2011
The complete BFL program of 90 Processes is taught in three 30-Process Segments
and effectively constitutes a training in optimal human biomechanics
Convenient 3-day weekend format in Central Washington, D.C. for each Segment
®
with Bones for Life Certified Trainers

Sonja Johansson and Anastasi Siotas
®

BONES FOR LIFE Segment I
®
BONES FOR LIFE Segment II
®
BONES FOR LIFE Segment III
HOURS

Friday April 8, Saturday April 9, Sunday April 10, 2011
Friday May 13, Saturday May 14, Sunday May 15, 2011
Friday June 10, Saturday June 11, Sunday June 12, 2011

Fridays 12:30 pm – 7 pm

COST PER SEGMENT:

Saturdays 10 am – 6 pm

Sundays 10 am – 6 pm

Early Bird (14 days prior to each segment) $450; $500 thereafter
*Repeating Students (must have completed a BFL training —
$250 Early Bird; $300 thereafter
For enquiries and enrolment, please contact Chrish Kresge at 202-431-1309
or email her at chrish@chrishkresge.com
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Tidbits from Integrative Learning Center
It is hard to say how thrilled Denise Deig, Sheree Farber and Cynthia Allen were with Osteo~Blast 2010!
What a superbly organized conference. We have a lot of appreciation for all the hours that went into it,
and are thankful to Ruthy, the FMI Board and the Conference Committee. There were many great
experiences, and a couple of themes really stood out:
Great afternoon presentations from the peers. We knew, of course, that Ruthy’s morning workshops
would be wonderful. But the afternoon workshops were also fantastic. It is exciting to experience
colleagues sharing their knowledge and applications of BFL. We coordinated recording those
sessions, and the CD is now available for purchase. [See box below]
Having so many of our own students at the conference was so rewarding! As Ruthy says, watching the
second generation is remarkable. The spirit of exploration and fun that was present everywhere!

NEW CD: Osteoblast! 2010 Afternoon Delight
A single MP3 format audio CD with 14 great presentations, each 90-minutes-long, plus many PDF
handouts to accompany the audio. $112 at our website. Proceeds equally benefit the Foundation for
Movement Intelligence and Integrative Learning Center (both non-profits).

Our Upcoming Bones for Life Schedule
INDIANAPOLIS, IN
Segment I
with Denise Deig, MS PT, GCFP, BFLT/T
March 11–13, 2011
Segment II
with Denise Deig, MS PT, GCFP, BFLT/T and
Carol A. Montgomery, MSPT, GCFP, BFLT/T
May 20–22, 2011
CAREFREE, AZ
Segment I with Carol A. Montgomery, MSPT,
GCFP, BFLT/T
April 8–10, 2011
CINCINNATI, OH
Segment II with Cynthia Allen, GCFP, BFLT
April 16–18, 2011

with Denise Deig, MS PT, GCFP, BFLT/T
June 25–27, 2011
Segment II
with Denise Deig, MS PT, GCFP, BFLT/T
June 28–30, 2011
COLUMBUS, IN
Segment III with Carol A. Montgomery, MSPT,
GCFP, BFLT/T
July 22–24, 2011
SALT LAKE CITY, UT
Segment I with Cynthia Allen, GCFP, BFLT
October 7–9, 2011

PHOENIX, AZ
Segments II and III
BILLINGS, MT
with Cynthia Allen, GCFP, BFLT
Segment I
Dates to be announced
Find out more — or even register — at website www.integrativelearningcenter.org
Telephone: (513) 827-0027; email support@ilcma.com
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Ruthy Alon in Colombia
By Ernesto Cortes
(Cultural journalist and translator of the Feldenkrais Training in Colima, Mexico)
A little over half-a-century ago Moshe
Feldenkrais, an Israeli doctor of physics,
judo black belt, and student of human motor
development, created the method of
learning through movement that bears his
name: an education system geared to
expanding and refining the use of self, using
self-awareness, eliminating pain and
limitations of movement, and thereby
promoting general welfare. There are now
several thousand teachers of the
®
Feldenkrais Method worldwide, and
professional trainings in a dozen languages.
Initially Moshe Feldenkrais trained
personally, from 1968 to 1971, only thirteen
teachers in Israel (selected among the
students who had been with him since the
late 1950s), with the intention that those first
disciples were the followers of his Method
and, in turn, would become teachers and
develop the work.
One of those first thirteen people, Ruthy
Alon, was born in Barranquilla, Colombia,
and immigrated to Israel at an early age.
Ruthy, in addition to becoming one of the
most recognized teachers of the Feldenkrais
Method in the world, eventually developed
®
her own method, Bones for Life (BFL),
aimed at improving the way the individual
uses the skeleton to confront gravity and
strengthen the skeletal system, as well as to
improve posture and movement quality. This
is especially in people with limitations arising
from osteoporosis and other afflictions
caused by age, lifestyle, or injury. Today
there are training programs for BFL in thirty
countries, and Ruthy travels constantly
around the world, offering workshops,
conferences, organizing trainings, and
supervising the teachers of BFL.
Ruthy had returned to Colombia once, thirty
years ago, on a family visit, but did not offer
any Feldenkrais or Bones for Life in the land
th
of her birth until October 14 , 2010, at the
invitation of the Uruguayan teacher Lea
Kaufman (a Feldenkrais teacher in Latin

America), and under the organization of the
Cali Festival Theatre Foundation.
She gave a lecture attended by artists,
health professionals, athletes, and
interested people who came to Cali from
various parts of the country to attend this
unprecedented event.
Possessing a knack for dealing with the
deep issues of the nervous system, mind,
and body in easy-to-understand ways, Ruthy
did not limit herself to verbally explaining the
concepts behind Bones for Life, but from the
beginning invited the audience to “live”
them. Alternating movements done both in
standing and sitting, the public had the
opportunity to experience, over the course of
two hours, significant changes in their selfuse as a result of these gentle exercises.
Ruthy proposed a series of postures and
movements seeking to explore more
efficient and comfortable ways of moving.
The exploration of options was one of the
central aspects of the class, offering
alternatives to the body. Ruthy says, if we
“order” the body to stand upright or hold a
position that seems to us appropriate, we
can sustain it for a few minutes, but soon we
will forget and go back to the old pattern.
The key is to find different ways of doing the
same thing, and introduce variation and
choice to our nervous system. “The body
corrects itself, not because we demand
directly, but because it lets you feel, assess,
and be original. This is the natural way of
learning, using all kinds of deviations and
variations for the body to find what is right,
just as babies do.”
During the presentation, Ruthy Alon shared
with participants some strategies to align the
spine — mainly to improve the cervical and
lumbar spine — and to promote the
alignment of the bones in what she calls the
“domino effect” of the skeleton: a position
from which
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Ruthy in Colombia (cont’d.)
we can efficiently use the power streaming
from the ground in every step, to promote
the vitality and quality of a springy gait,
which strengthens the skeletal system.
Maintaining an open dialogue with those
attending the presentation, Ruthy
commented on various issues raised by the
public: “What I can do if my hip hurts; how
can I relieve my knee pain; in what way can
I apply this knowledge to my performance as
a cyclist; how can I climb stairs without
getting tired?” She had a practical answer
to all of these questions, inviting participants
to perform the movements and giving
everyone the opportunity to notice changes
by implementing new strategies of
movement.

creativity and resources available to us,”
said Ruthy Alon about Bones for Life. This
method “takes advantage of early
developmental patterns, and uses what we
learned from animals. They take millions of
years of evolution, humans only a few
hundred thousand years: we have much to
learn from nature.”
Ruthy Alon moved with surprising grace and
ease, and by the end of the session
provoked the astonishment of those
attending the class when she revealed “I am
eighty years old, and every year I move
better.” The expressions of admiration were
immediate: no one would think that at this
age a person could move so well. Ruthy
summarized: “The message I bring is that
they do not have to deteriorate, they can
maintain their good health and enjoy it.”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"This is not just a method of body
movement, but an awakening of our

Photo by Fanny Elouz
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New BFL Walk-for-Life Program Debuts Fall, 2011
From Ruthy

I want to share with you what is taking shape in my mind to further the growth in popularity
of our Movement Intelligence offerings . . . and that is to answer the current demand for a
healthy lifestyle that encourages people to “get out there and walk.”
I intend to catch this wave by offering Walk-for-Life — a new program addressed to
people at varied levels of fitness. It will include some pieces of the basic BFL program as
well as incorporate a few other arts, such as our Movement Intelligence perspective on the
ballistic use of the Nordic walking poles — using 2 sticks that function as extensions of our
arms, and provide us with the benefits of the fundamental “crawl” pattern, but with the
spine vertical to gravity.
This Walk-for-Life program will be organized progressively, in 7–10 levels of fitness,
allowing people to advance to their own level of competency, not unlike the color spectrum
of judo belts.
At each level there will be a short workshop for learning specific qualities and skills that
relate to a particular theme. The actual application of the program, however — to
everyday life — will fall to the participants, as their homework.
~~~~~
Ruthy Alon is presenting Walk for Life: The Way Nature Meant
October 19 – 23 at the Barbara C. Harris Center in Greenfield, New Hampshire.
Online link for the program at:
http://www.walkforliferetreat.com
Here you will find the program information and the opportunity to register and pay online,
or to download forms and mail in correspondence.
If you have wanted to experience the Bones for Life program, this would be a great
opportunity to see how the Feldenkrais® principles of leading the organism to correct itself
can be applied in the context of dynamic walking, springy rhythm, and gravity-resistant
posture, all within the vertical reality.
Bones for Life also contributes to broadening the visibility of the Feldenkrais Method®.
For more details, phone Gretchen at 207-332-3530.
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Book Notes — by Doug Boltson
There is a work to be published this May (National Osteoporosis Month) by Lara Pizzorno, MA, LMT
<http://www.whfoods.com/genpage.php?tname=biosketch&dbid=7> called:
“Your Bones: How you can prevent Osteoporosis & Have Strong Bones for Life — Naturally”
<http://www.amazon.com/Your-Bones-Prevent-Osteoporosis-Naturally/dp/1607660075>
From perusing the preview [advance reading] copy, this book seems mostly focused on diet/supplements,
avoiding smoking, etc.
However, in the brief second-to-last chapter [p.216] the author asks, rhetorically:
“What Kinds of Exercise and How Much is Needed to turn on Bones’ Mineral-Absorbing,
Width-Building Actions?”
and then goes on to answer that the exercises should:
• Be dynamic, not static
• Exceed a “threshold intensity”
• Exceed a “threshold strain frequency”
• Be relatively “brief and intermittent”
• Impose an unusual “loading pattern” on the bones
• Be supported by adequate supplies of calcium and D3
These points are footnoted as having been derived from
Borer, K.T. 2005. Physical activity in the prevention and amelioration of osteoporosis in women:
interaction of mechanical, hormonal, and dietary factors. Sports Med 35(9):779-830. PMID:16138787
<http://www.biomedsearch.com/nih/Physical-activity-in-prevention-amelioration/16138787.html>
Quoting from the end of the original abstract [which lists an additional recommendation]:
“Seven principles of bone adaptation to mechanical stress are reviewed in
section 4 to suggest how exercise by human subjects could be made more
effective. They posit that exercise should: (i) be dynamic, not static;
(ii) exceed a threshold intensity; (iii) exceed a threshold strain
frequency; (iv) be relatively brief but intermittent; (v) impose an
unusual loading pattern on the bones; (vi) be supported by unlimited
nutrient energy; and (vii) include adequate calcium and cholecalciferol
(vitamin D3) availability.”
I hope this information is useful to you, personally, in your research or marketing efforts!
It certainly gives us a little more vocabulary to describe exactly what we already do in BFL ;-)
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From Argentina!
I am very proud to send you the picture of our 11 new Argentine Teachers . . . and me.
We are now 26. Congratulations to them all!
We are posing for the picture in every way the piece of cloth can be used: as wraps, as harnesses, as
scaffolding, as crowns, to relieve the knee, morning towel . . . Wow, thanks to all, especially to Ruthy!!
Be well,
Diana Sternbach, BFL Trainer

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Highlights from Ruthy’s 80th Birthday Party in Greenfield, NH
photos by Fanny Elou

Watch Elinor Silverstein’s Flip video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh6SxySOUx0&feature=related
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Bones for Life Shawls
Ria Heuvelmann, BFL rep in Holland, has created some lovely purple shawls or strips which can be used
for various BFL processes such as Morning Towel, Hand in Hand in a Strip, Rumba in a Strip, Knot on the
Wall, Bagel on the Wall, and to support various curves or fill the gaps. The shawl can also be used — no
surprise — as a shawl!
The shawls are made of fleece; their length is 147 centimeters, and width is 29 centimeters

Sending 1 shawl by regular mail in a bubble mailer, including shipping to the US, costs $11.
Up to 10 shawls costs $11 per piece
For 30 shawls costs
$10 per piece
For 60 shawls costs
$ 9 per piece
Please contact Ria at ria@bonesforlife.nl to place your order!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hold its Breath in a Smile: Better Than Best Results
by Pendra Wilson, BFL Teacher-in-Training, Vancouver, BC, Canada
®

It was the day I was starting on my trip to the Bones for Life Conference and it looked like I wouldn’t be
able to go. I had been to my physiotherapist because I was in pain, and had trouble standing, as well as
walking. All my physiotherapists try to get me to bend my knee — while my pelvis is to flatten and be
supported on a wall. I’m then supposed to get my upper back on the wall. I assume this is a measurement
of my kyphosis. That day my upper back was maybe more than 8 inches from the wall. I looked liked I
was walking in a Picasso painting.
I found the travel to the Conference more than grueling. I was a physical mess before I started the trip
and I was even more of a mess when I got to the Osteo~Blast! Two weeks after the Conference I
returned to my physiotherapist, and we did that same wall test for my upper back. The room seemed to
hold its breath in a smile for this minor miracle. My back, for the first time in many years, easily touched
the wall!
The Osteo~Blast! Conference was the first time I met Ruthy. I’m a rather practical and cynical person,
with absolutely no ability for halo glory. I found the Conference’s seminars uneven. I came to the
conclusion that I would have preferred the presenters to have sampled less from other disciplines, and to
have taken better notes from Ruthy Alon.
Since the Conference I’ve redoubled my efforts to study Ruthy’s words and media works. I wasn’t
expecting to worship Ruthy, but I found her lessons life-transforming. My back is a practical example.
I was deeply humbled to have met the new master.
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Wave and Axis Newsletter

Incorporated in the
state of Maine in 2007,
the Foundation for
Movement
Intelligence is a nonprofit 501(c)(3)
educational
organization dedicated
to promoting the
world’s best movement
practices in the service
of osteoporosis
prevention and
reversal.

More links!
Have you seen June LaPointe’s wonderful and inspiring interview on TV?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AaEY9Ws8DEQ&feature=email

Our current Board
Members are:
Ruthy Alon,
President and
Founder
Doug Boltson,
Webmaster

Wave and Axis is published quarterly. We welcome all your articles (setting up a practice,
lessons learned, insurance issues, finding wraps and weights, processes explored more
fully, etc.) as well as your anecdotes, research projects, photos, interesting links,
upcoming BFL training dates, personal milestones (e.g., birthdays or births), news of
travel and teaching Bones in new places, recommended reading, reports from trainings
you have attended, discussions of processes, use of BFL in daily life, etc. Any reasonable
submission will be considered, space permitting.

Cici Runge, P.T.,
GCFP

The deadline for the Summer issue is June1st, 2011. Please send your submissions to:

Tyr Throne, GCFP

With thanks to all for your contributions, help, and encouragement!

Sheila Zangara,
GCFP

chrish@chrishkresge.com

Chrish Kresge
Editor

FMI coordinates activities
of North American
instructors of Bones for
®
Life in the U.S. and
Canada.

W e’re on the W eb !
See us at

www.movementintelligence.org
www.bonesforlife.com
Editor: Chrish Kresge
Proofreader:
Doug Boltson
E-Mail for submissions
chrish@chrishkresge.com
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